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-e reason for the self-similarity property of complex network is still an open issue. In this paper, we focus on the influence of
degree, betweenness, and coreness on self-similarity of complex network. Some nodes are removed from the original network
based on the definitions of degree, betweenness, and coreness in the ascending and descending order. And then, some new
networks are obtained after removing nodes.-e self-similarities of original network and new networks are compared. Moreover,
two real networks are used for numerical simulation, including a USAir network and the yeast protein interaction (YPI) network.
-e effects of the three statistical variables on the two real networks are considered. -e results reveal that the nodes with large
degree and betweenness have great effects on self-similarity, and the influence of coreness on self-similarity is small.

1. Introduction

Self-similarity property of complex systems has attracted the
attention of many researchers and has been widely studied
[1–5]. In 1997, the self-similarity property of World Wide
Web (WWW) network transfer was identified [6]. In 2005,
the self-similarity property of complex network has been
found while the network was renormalized by using the box
covering method [7]. In [8], the box covering algorithm was
designed to measure the fractal of real networks, which is
named as box dimension. Box covering and box dimension
of complex networks have been widely studied [9–12]. On
the one hand, box dimension and box covering algorithms
have been extended or modified. For example, the box
covering algorithm was modified to calculate the box di-
mension of the weighted complex networks byWei et al. [9].
In [13], not only box dimension wasmodified by considering
the numbers of nodes in the box but also the fractal di-
mension of weighted fractal networks was modified in that
the number of iterations and weighting factors are con-
sidered. A weighted box covering algorithm has been pro-
posed by Song et al., and it has been used to study the fractal
property of weighted network andmultifractal property [10].
On the other hand, many other fractal dimensions have also

been proposed to quantitatively measure the self-similarity
of complex networks [13, 14], such as volume dimension and
information dimension [11, 12, 15–17].

For complex networks, only a small portion of network
has self-similarity. -e self-similarity does not exist in all
complex networks [18]. Although many fractal dimensions
are applied to measure the self-similarity, when the self-
similarity networks are measured by these fractal dimen-
sions, all methods have the same characteristics, i.e., the
fractal dimension dB satisfies power law distribution
NB ≈ ℓ

− dB
B , where lB and NB are the size of box covering

network and the number of boxes needing to cover network
within the box size lB, respectively [7]. -ere are many self-
similarities, including structure self-similarity [7], volume
self-similarity [15], and information self-similarity [11,12].
-e self-similarity between the whole and part of network is
represented by the structure self-similarity, which is usually
measured by the box dimension Dim. -e relationship
between the size of the box covering network and the
number of boxes covering the network within the box size lB
is applied to define box dimension Dim [7,8]. -e volume
self-similarity is measured by the volume dimension dd. -e
distance of covering network and the sum of the degree of
nodes in the box within the distance of lB are applied to
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measure the volume self-similarity [15]. Information self-
similarity indicates the similarity between the information
and local information in the network and is measured by the
information dimension dI, which denotes the relationship
between the size of box covering network and the amount of
information contained in the box of size lB [11, 12].

However, the fundamental problem is the structure
evolution for the self-similarity of complex network.
-erefore, many researchers paid attention to the formation
mechanism of complex networks [7, 18–20]. In [18], the
fractal and nonfractal networks were studied by the
renormalization mechanism and the results showed that the
key reason for the formation of fractal structure is the strong
repulsion among the large-degree nodes. -e reason for self-
similarity is heterogeneity of connected nodes in complex
networks. In this view, heterogeneity is due to the reason
that the nodes of large degree are connected with nodes of
small degree, which is accepted by lots of researchers
[21, 22]. Moreover, the influence of large-degree nodes on
network has been researched [23, 24].

-ere are many other indicators to reveal the importance
of nodes in complex networks [25–28], including be-
tweenness and coreness [29, 30]. For the yeast protein in-
teraction (YPI) network, the degree of some nodes is low,
while betweenness is high. -us, nodes with high be-
tweenness play a key role in network [29]. Moreover, on the
basis of betweenness centrality, random links are added to
study the relationship between fractal and nonfractal
properties of real scale-free networks. Kitsak et al. found that
the correlation between degree and betweenness centrality of
fractal networks is much weaker than of nonfractal networks
[31]. -e betweenness centrality was extended by Gao et al.;
they combined the physarum centrality and k − core index
to identify influential nodes in weighted network [32]. In
addition, coreness (k− core) was introduced to measure the
influence of nodes. Kim et al. studied the fractal property and
self-similarity of scale-free networks under the consideration
of the k− core and found that because of the increase of
k− core, fractal dimensions of networks were changed [33].

-e topological structure of complex networks and the
influence of nodes removal on the network were considered
[23]. Residual closeness centrality was proposed by Dan-
galchev and applied to study the effects of nodes removal on
network [34]. In order to identify the node importance, the
Jaccard similarity coefficient is introduced to measure the
neighborhood similarity. -e robustness of the network is
determined by removing nodes [28]. Restrepo et al. had
studied the changes of maximum eigenvalue and the
maximum eigenvalue was also applied to measure the dy-
namical influence of nodes and edges after nodes removal of
complex networks [35]. Removing nodes from the original
network is a dynamical behavior for studying the property of
complex networks. On the one hand, studying the property
of subnetwork is important when whole nodes and edges of
the original network have been known by comparing the
property of subnetwork with the original network [7, 31]. On
the other hand, the topological property of whole network is
uncertain in the real network. In order to infer the topo-
logical property of whole network, the property of

subnetwork is usually studied. For example, Lü et al. studied
the link prediction of complex networks by considering the
links among existing nodes to predict links between un-
known nodes [36]. In [37], a network growth model and a
sparse network with determined diameter are obtained, and
the average node degree of the network increases loga-
rithmically with the growth of the network size. In disease
areas in biology, the protein-protein interaction networks
were studied, and the known interaction of among proteins
was discussed and used to predict the interaction in other
unknown proteins and to cure disease [38]. Many of the
above methods study the changes of network structure from
the perspective of adding edges.

However, the influence of nodes removal on self-simi-
larity of the network is rarely studied. In this paper, the
influence of three statistical variables on self-similarity is
discussed by removing nodes gradually. -e effects of de-
gree, betweenness, and coreness on self-similarity in com-
plex networks are, respectively, discussed, after removing
nodes from the original network. With nodes removal, the
self-similarities of the original network and subnetwork are
compared. -e degree of nodes is ranked in the descending
and ascending order.-en, first 5% of nodes are removed for
every rank and the change of box dimension Dim of the
subnetwork is discussed. At the same time, the cluster co-
efficient is used to measure the changes of network structure.
Moreover, betweenness and coreness of nodes are discussed
in the same way. In addition, two real networks (i.e., a USAir
network [9, 39] and the YPI network [40, 41]) are used for
numerical simulation.

-e paper is organized as follows: basic concepts are
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the influence of degree,
betweenness, and coreness on self-similarity of network is
discussed with nodes removal. In Section 4, two real net-
works are used for numerical simulation. Summarization is
made in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, the definitions of three statistical variables
(i.e., degree, betweenness, and coreness) and the self-simi-
larity property of complex networks are introduced. For the
self-similarity property of complex networks, the box cov-
ering algorithm and fractal dimension are described.

2.1. !ree Statistical Variables of Nodes

2.1.1. Degree. -e degree of node i is denoted by ki, that is,
the number of edges linked to the node i. -e degree of node
is a fundamental measure to describe complex networks.-e
definition of degree of node i for the undirected network is
given as follows [42]:

ki � a
(2)
ii � tr A

2
 , (1)

where a
(2)
ii is the diagonal element of the second power of

adjacency matrix A2 and tr(A2) is the trace of matrix A2. In
fact, the degree ki of node i is also calculated by another way,
that is,
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N

j�1
aij � 

N

j�1
aji, (2)

where N is the total number of nodes.
From equations (1) and (2), ki reveals the relationship

between the links of node i and others.

2.1.2. Betweenness. Betweenness is another index to mea-
sure the importance of nodes. Although the degree of some
nodes is small, these nodes act as intermediate bridges in the
network. If these nodes are removed, the structure of net-
work is destroyed. Betweenness of node i is denoted by Bi

[42]:

Bi � 

1≤i≤N
j≠i≠l

njl(i)

njl

,
(3)

where njl is the number of the shortest paths between nodes j
and l; njl(i) is the number of the shortest paths between
nodes j and l through node i; and N is the total number of
nodes.

-e shortest paths between nodes i and j are not adjacent
in the network. If there are many shortest paths through a
node, betweenness of the node is large, the role of the
“bridge” is more obvious, and the node is regarded as more
important in the network [42].

2.1.3. Coreness. -e k− core of a network is the remaining
subnetwork after the nodes with a degree less than k are
removed [43]. -e number of nodes in the subnetwork is
equal to the size of the coreness. If a node has k − core and is
removed from (k + 1) − core, the coreness of this node is k.
-e maximum coreness of node is regarded as the coreness
of network. If the degree of all nodes is 1, the coreness of the
network is 1 [42].

2.1.4. Cluster Coefficient. -e neighbor nodes of network
may be connected to each other, and the degree of neighbor
nodes cluster was defined as the cluster coefficient [44]. -e
tightness of network was always quantified by the cluster
coefficient. -e larger the cluster coefficient, the closer the
relationships among network nodes [45]. Cluster coefficient
is defined as follows:

Ci �
Ei

C2
ki

�
2Ei

ki ki − 1( 
, (4)

where ki and Ei are the degree and the number of edges
between adjacent nodes of node i, respectively.

-e average cluster coefficient is always used to reflect the
tightness of network. In this paper, the average cluster coef-
ficient is used to measure the tightness of network, that is,

〈C〉 �
1
N



N

i�1
Ci, (5)

where N is the number of nodes in total.

2.2. Method of Self-Similarity for Networks

2.2.1. Measures of Network Self-Similarity. When the self-
similarity of network is discovered [7], further research
shows that there are many types of self-similarity of network,
including structure self-similarity [7], volume self-similarity
[15], and information self-similarity [11, 12] [16, 17]. At the
same time, many methods are proposed to measure the self-
similarity, such as box dimension [7, 8], volume dimension
[15], and information dimension [11, 12]. Although there
are many self-similar metrics, many fractal dimensions are
improved based on the following equation [7, 8]:

dfract � −
lnNB

ln lB
. (6)

For box dimension Dim, lB is the size of box needing to
cover the network and NB is the number of boxes covering
the network within the box of size lB in equation (6).-e box
dimension Dim is usually applied to measure the structure
self-similarity of the network, which will be introduced in
the next section [8]. Based on equation (6), by considering
the sum of degrees of nodes VD(r) within a given distance
range r, a volume dimension is defined to measure the
volume self-similarity of network, which is denoted as
follows [15]:

VD(r) ≈ r
dd ,

dd � −
lnVD

ln r
,

(7)

Besides degrees of nodes being considered to measure
the self-similarity, the information I′(l) contained in a box
of size l is considered to measure the information self-
similarity of network. -e information dimension dI

′ is
defined [11] as follows:

dI
′ � − lim

l⟶0

I′(l)

ln(l)
� lim

l⟶0


Nb

i�1pi
′(l)lnpi

′(l)

ln(l)
. (8)

In this paper, the box dimension Dim is used to measure
the structure self-similarity of networks. If the proportional
relationship of equation (6) is not satisfied, the corre-
sponding network is not the self-similarity network and the
network does not have the self-similarity characteristic.

2.2.2. Strictly Iterative Fractal Network (SFnet). Strictly it-
erative fractal network is a standard self-similarity fractal
network and has a good power law distribution. In this
paper, a strictly iterative fractal network is constructed, and
the network construction steps are as follows [46]:

(1) Selecting four nodes as the seeds, one is regarded as
the center, the other is in the vicinity, and three edges
are used to connect the three adjacent nodes to the
center node. -e original network is shown in
Figure 1(a).
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(2) Each node of the original network is the center, and
every center is connected with three nodes. A new
network is shown in Figure 1(b).

(3) Repeating the second step n − 1 times.

In this paper, n is set as 4. An SFnet is constructed which
has 120 nodes and 121 edges as shown in Figure 2.

-e self-similarity of the network is the similarity be-
tween the whole and part of network, and there is no dif-
ference in time or space. Fractal dimension is often used to
measure network self-similarity. In this paper, the box di-
mension Dim is applied to measure the self-similarity of the
network. -e box dimension Dim will be introduced in the
next section.

2.2.3. Box Covering Algorithm of Fractal Dimension. -e
box covering method has been widely used to explore the
traditional fractal geometry. -e fractal dimension began at
the graph in the Euclidean space. Song et al. extended it to
complex networks [7]. -e size of the box covering network
l′ and the number of boxes required to cover the network NB
have the power law distribution, i.e., NB ∼ l′

− d. In this
paper, the fractal dimension is the box dimension Dim, and
it is calculated by using equation (9). Box dimension Dim is
calculated by the box covering algorithm, and it is as follows
[8]:

(1) Calculating the diameter of a network, i.e., the
maximum of all the shortest paths of network.

(2) Covering the network with the box of size 1 and
recording the number of boxes needed to cover the
network.

(3) Each time, the box size is increased by 1 from the
previous time to cover the network, and the corre-
sponding number of boxes is recorded until the box
size is the diameter of the network.

(4) Displaying the size of the box and the number of
boxes required for the corresponding coverage on
the double logarithmic graph. -e slope is the net-
work box dimension by least squares fitting.

-e box dimension Dim is defined by the following
equation:

Dim � −
lnNB lB( 

ln lB
, (9)

where lB is the box size and NB(lB) is the number of boxes
while a box of size lB is used to cover the network.

3. Effects of Three Statistical Variables on
Self-Similarity

In this section, the effects of degree, betweenness, and
coreness on self-similarity are discussed with gradual nodes
removal. Degree, betweenness, and coreness are, respec-
tively, sorted in the descending and ascending order. -en,
the first 5% of nodes are removed for every rank. Moreover,
the change of box dimension of subnetworks is discussed.
Some of symbols mentioned later are explained here and are
listed in Table 1.

3.1. Influence of Degree on Self-Similarity. Hub node is de-
fined as the node with the largest degree of a network. In Ref.
[18], a probability e is defined and used to measure the level
of hub attraction. Networks with higher probability e tend to
be nonfractal. On the contrary, lower probability networks
are close to be fractal [18]. In this section, the influence of
degree on self-similarity for a constructed strictly fractal
network (SFnet) is discussed. -e constructed network has
121 nodes and 120 edges which is shown in Figure 3. Nodes
are, respectively, sorted in the descending and ascending
order based on the definition of degree. -en, the first 5% of
nodes are removed and the steps of sorting and nodes re-
moval are repeated, until 45% of nodes are removed in the
descending order and 60% of nodes are removed in the
ascending order. Moreover, box dimension and cluster
coefficient of subnetworks are calculated.

-e influence of nodes removal by means of degree
descending order on the SFnet is studied.-e box dimension
Dimd and cluster coefficient 〈C〉d of subnetworks are, re-
spectively, calculated by using equations (5) and (9), which

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: -e process of constructing an SFnet.
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are, respectively, listed in the 2nd column and 5th of Table 2.
In the 2nd column of Table 2, the box dimension Dimd of the
original SFnet is 1.6750. After nodes of the SFnet are
gradually removed by means of degree in the descending
order, the box dimension Dimd increases; however, the
cluster coefficient 〈C〉d of SFnet is more and more small.
While 30% of nodes of SFnet are removed, the box di-
mension Dimd and cluster coefficient 〈C〉d become zero.
-e results show that after the large-degree nodes are re-
moved, the self-similarity structure of SFnet are gradually
destroyed and finally the network structure is completely
destroyed. -e reason is that the SFnet is constructed by
many low-degree nodes, and the large-degree nodes are
surrounded by low-degree nodes. When these large-degree
nodes are removed, the self-similarity structure is
influenced.

-e trend of box dimension Dimd and cluster coefficient
〈C〉d of SFnet is, respectively, shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(c)
after nodes removal. In Figure 3(a), box dimension Dimd of
the SFnet increases gradually while nodes of the highest
degree are removed. Finally, the box dimension Dimd of the
network is equal to zero. -e fluctuation of box dimension
Dimd is large, and the variance of dimension is also large,
that is, 1.0113. After nodes removal by means of degree in
the descending order, the whole network is divided into
many independent subnetworks. -e shortest distances of
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Figure 2: A constructed SFnet.

Table 1: Some symbolic explanations.

Symbol Explanations

Dimd
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

degree in the descending order

Dimb
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

betweenness in the descending order

Dimc
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

coreness in the descending order

〈C〉d
Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

degree in the descending order

〈C〉b
Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

betweenness in the descending order

〈C〉c
Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

coreness in the descending order

Dimd′
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

degree in the ascending order

Dimb′
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

betweenness in the ascending order

Dimc′
Box dimension of network with nodes removal by

coreness in the ascending order

〈C〉d′
Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

degree in the ascending order

〈C〉b′
Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

betweenness in the ascending order

〈C〉c
′ Cluster coefficient of network with nodes removal by

coreness in the ascending order
σ Variance

Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5



SFnet are more and more small, the box dimension Dimd
becomes more and more large. In Figure 3(c), the cluster
coe�cient 〈C〉d decreases. However, when all these central
nodes with large degree are removed from the SFnet, the
number of boxes need to cover subnetworks is one and the
box dimension Dimd of network is zero (i.e., there is no self-
similarity characteristic). At this time, the subnetworks are
many isolated nodes, and the cluster coe�cient is zero, that
is, the self-similarity characteristic of SFnet is completely

destroyed.  e eects of large-degree nodes on self-simi-
larity are high.

When the degree of the SFnet is sorted in the ascending
order, the �rst 5% of smallest nodes are removed, and the
box dimension Dimd′ and cluster coe�cient 〈C〉d′ of sub-
networks are, respectively, listed in the 2nd column and 5th
column of Table 3. In Table 3, the box dimension Dimd′ of
original SFnet is 1.6750. After the small-degree nodes are
removed, box dimensions Dimd′ of subnetworks have almost
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Figure 3: Changes of box dimension and cluster coe�cient after nodes are removed in the ascending and descending order.  e X-axis
represents the number of nodes remaining in the network. (a) e changes of box dimension after nodes removal in the descending order of
SFnet. (b)  e changes of box dimension after nodes removal in the ascending order of SFnet. (c) Cluster coe�cient changes with nodes
removal in the descending order of SFnet. (d) Cluster coe�cient changes with nodes removal in the ascending order of SFnet.
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no change. While 30% of nodes are removed, the box di-
mension is 1.6651 which is of little change. Even though 60%
of nodes of SFnet are removed, the box dimension Dimd′ is
1.4758, that is, the change of box dimension of subnetwork is
also small. In the process of nodes removal by means of
degree in the ascending order of the SFnet, the fluctuation of
box dimension Dimd′ is small and the variance is 0.0036. -e
cluster coefficient 〈C〉d′ increases as nodes of small degrees
are removed. Although the cluster coefficient is fluctuating,
the fluctuation range is very small. -e variance of the
clustering coefficient 〈C〉d′ is 5.88E − 09, which is close to
zero. -e trend of box dimension Dimd′ and cluster coef-
ficient 〈C〉d′ is, respectively, shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(d).
In Figure 3(b), the change of box dimension Dimd′ of the
SFnet is small. -e variance of box dimension Dimd′ change
is also small, that is, 0.0036. When the small-degree nodes
are removed, the network is more and more compact. For
the SFnet, when the small-degree nodes are removed
gradually from the subnetworks, some new small-degree
nodes appear. -us, the changes of self-similarity structure
of SFnet are tiny. In Figure 3(d), the cluster coefficient
increase is low, which shows that the self-similarity structure
of subnetworks is more and more compact. -e results show
that the influence of small-degree nodes on self-similarity is
tiny.

3.2. Influence of Betweenness of Node on Self-Similarity.
In Ref. [31], the influence of betweenness on network fractal
is discussed by Kitsak et al.; random links are added to
network, and network fractal is affected by the crossover
length l∗ and density of random edges p. In this section, the
effects of betweenness on self-similarity are studied after
nodes removal.

-e changes of self-similarity of SFnet are discussed by
sorting betweenness in the descending order and ascending
order after removing nodes gradually. Betweenness is sorted
in the descending order, and the first 5% of maximum
betweenness nodes are removed for every rank. After these
nodes are removed, box dimension Dimb and cluster co-
efficient 〈C〉b of the subnetworks are, respectively, calcu-
lated by using equations (5) and (9). -e box dimension
Dimb of the subnetworks is shown in the 3rd column of

Table 2, and the cluster coefficient 〈C〉b of subnetworks is
listed in the 6th column of Table 2.

In Table 2, the change of box dimension Dimb is large,
from 1.675 on the original network to 4.1279 after 30% of
nodes of SFnet are removed. While more than 30% of the
nodes of SFnet are removed, the box dimension Dimb of
SFnet becomes zero. As the nodes in the SFnet are removed,
the structure of SFnet is changed. -e cluster coefficient
〈C〉b of SFnet changes initially from 3.15E − 04 to 6.64E − 05
and finally to zero. -e network is more and more sparse
with nodes removal by betweennesss in the descending
order, and the self-similarity structure of SFnet is destroyed.

After the nodes of large betweenness in the SFnet are
removed, the trend of the box dimension Dimb and cluster
coefficient 〈C〉b is shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(c). In
Figure 3(a), the changes of box dimension of SFnet are large,
and the box dimension Dimb of subnetworks increases first
and then decreases to zero. -e reason is that some nodes of
SFnet with large degree also have large betweenness; the
variance change of the box dimension indicates that the box
dimension of SFnet varies greatly after the nodes of large
betweenness are removed. In Figure 3(c), the cluster coefficient
〈C〉b of SFnet increases first and then decreases. When the
nodes with large betweenness are removed, the bridge between
nodes is disconnected, the distance required to cover the
network increases, and the box dimension decreases. When
30% of nodes are removed for betweenness in the descending
order, the network is divided into independent nodes and box
dimension becomes zero. -e self-similarity of network is
completely destroyed.-e results show that large-betweenness
nodes have great influence on self-similarity.

By removing nodes in ascending order of betweenness,
the changes of box dimension of the subnetwork are shown
in the 3rd column of Table 3. In Table 3, the box dimension
Dimb′ of subnetworks decrease is small. -e cluster coeffi-
cient 〈C〉b′ of SFnet is listed in the 6th column of Table 3, and
the cluster coefficient 〈C〉b′ of SFnet also changes to a small
extent with small-betweenness nodes removal. -e trend of
box dimension Dimb′ and 〈C〉b′ of SFnet after nodes removal
by betweenness ascending order is, respectively, shown in
Figures 3 (b) and 3 (d). In Table 3, the box dimension Dimb′
and cluster coefficient 〈C〉b′ of SFnet are the same as re-
moving nodes by means of degree in the ascending order.
-e reason is that the small-degree nodes also have small
betweenness. -e results show that small betweenness nodes
have less influence on self-similarity.

3.3. Influence of Coreness on Self-Similarity. Some nodes in
the center of network have small degree, but these nodes are
important [24]. -us, k − core is proposed to identify the
center of network [47]. k − core (coreness) has been widely
used to identify the importance of nodes and nodes prop-
agation capability [48,49]. In this section, with nodes re-
moval by sorting coreness, the influence of coreness on self-
similarity is discussed.

-e coreness of nodes is sorted in the descending order
first, and the top 5% nodes are gradually removed from
SFnet with nodes sorting. -e changes of box dimension

Table 2: Changes of box dimension and cluster coefficient of SFnet
with nodes removal in the descending order.

Ratio
(%) Dimd Dimb Dimc 〈C〉d 〈C〉b 〈C〉c

55 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 0 0 0 0 0 0
65 0 0 0 0 0 0
70 0 4.1279 4.1279 0 6.64E − 05 6.64E − 05
75 4.1939 4.1939 4.1939 4.65E − 05 1.55E − 04 1.55E − 04
80 4.2557 4.2557 4.2557 1.31E − 04 2.33E − 04 2.33E − 04
85 2.6228 4.3138 4.3138 2.06E − 04 3.02E − 04 3.02E − 04
90 2.6564 2.6564 2.6564 2.72E − 04 3.50E − 04 3.50E − 04
95 2.6881 2.6881 2.6881 3.31E − 04 3.31E − 04 3.31E − 04
100 1.6750 1.6750 1.6750 3.15E − 04 3.15E − 04 3.15E − 04
σ 1.0113 3.4737 3.4737 1.95E − 08 2.20E − 08 2.20E − 08
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Dimc of subnetworks are calculated, which are shown in the
4th column of Table 2; the trend of box dimension Dimc
change is shown in Figure 3(a). In addition, the changes of
cluster coefficient 〈C〉c are calculated with nodes removal,
the results are shown in the 7th column of Table 2, and
Figure 3(c) shows the trend of cluster coefficient 〈C〉c.

In Table 3, the changes box dimension Dimc of SFnet is
large. Because degree, betweenness, and coreness are the same
for most of the nodes in the SFnet, the change of coreness is
similar with nodes removal by means of betweenness in the
descending order. With nodes removal, box dimension Dimc
of subnetworks gradually increases. While 30% of nodes are
removed, box dimension Dimc suddenly decreases to zero. In
Figure 3(c), the cluster coefficient gradually decreases with
nodes removal, which shows that the self-similarity structure
of SFnet is destroyed with large-coreness nodes removal.
When the cluster coefficient is zero, the self-similarity
structure of network is completely destroyed.

In Table 3, the variance of box dimension is large. After
removing nodes by coreness in the ascending order, the
change of box dimension of SFnet is large. -e trend of box
dimension Dimc′ is shown in Figure 3(b). In Figure 3(b), box
dimension Dimc′ increases first and then decreases. In
Figure 3(d), the trend of cluster coefficient 〈C〉c′ of SFnet
increases; that is, the network SFnet is compact with nodes
removal. -e results show that small-coreness nodes have
influence on self-similarity of SFnet.

In Ref. [28], the Jaccard similarity coefficient is intro-
duced to measure the neighborhood similarity, which is used
to identify the importance of network nodes, and the
method is effective [28]. For the proposed method, the
center nodes are important and have large influence on the
self-similarity of SFnet. -e results are the same as judging
the importance of nodes of SFnet with neighborhood
similarity.

From the above information, it is known that the self-
similarity of SFnet is influenced by degree, betweenness, and
coreness. -e effects on constructed SFnet are great, espe-
cially for descending order nodes removal. -e box di-
mension fluctuation is large. -e detailed box dimension
and cluster coefficient variance are shown in the last row of

Tables 2 and 3, and the box dimension change of SFnet is
shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). In Figure 3, the box di-
mension of SFnet greatly fluctuates, and degree, between-
ness, and coreness are similar. In addition, in the nodes
removal process, there is a critical point of dimension
change, that is, about 30% of nodes are removed. -e self-
similarity structure of network changes greatly, and the
changes of cluster coefficient are also large. Large degree and
betweenness have great effects on self-similarity.

4. Verification to Real Networks

In this section, two self-similarity networks including a
USAir network and the YPI network are used to illustrate the
influence of nodes removal on self-similarity.

4.1.USAir Network. -eUSAir network has been studied by
many scholars, and the self-similarity of the network was
proved [9, 12, 50]. -e USAir network has 332 nodes and
2126 edges. -ese nodes represent position, and edges
represent the air lines of every two positions [51].

When degree, betweenness, and coreness of nodes of the
USAir network are sorted in the descending order, the first
5% of the biggest nodes are gradually removed, and using
equation (9), box dimension of the network is calculated.
-e results of box dimension are shown in Table 4.

In the 2nd and 3rd columns of Table 4, the range of
variation of the box dimension is large. Dimd changes from
2.9415 to 7.4838, and Dimb also changes from 2.9415 to
7.4838. -e variances of Dimd and Dimb are 5.6475 and
3.7255, respectively. In the last row of Table 4, the variance of
box dimension is large which is more than 3. -e changes of
fractal dimension are large with nodes removal by degree
and betweenness in the descending order because these
nodes have great information transfer and influence on self-
similarity. While these nodes are removed, the structure of
network is changed and self-similarity structure is destroyed.
In the 5th and 6th column of Table 4, the cluster coefficient
decreases with the large degree and betweenness nodes
removal; that is, the structure of self-similarity of network is

Table 3: Changes of box dimension and cluster coefficient of SFnet with nodes removal in the ascending order.

Ratio (%) Dimd′ Dimb′ Dimc′ 〈C〉d′ 〈C〉b′ 〈C〉c′

40 1.4758 1.4758 3.5950 3.07E − 04 3.07E − 04 2.88E − 04
45 1.5155 1.5155 3.7067 2.99E − 04 2.99E − 04 3.34E − 04
50 1.5510 1.5510 3.8069 3.09E − 04 3.09E − 04 3.01E − 04
55 1.5833 1.5833 3.8977 3.09E − 04 3.09E − 04 3.37E − 04
60 1.6128 1.6128 3.9807 3.09E − 04 3.09E − 04 3.09E − 04
65 1.6399 1.6399 4.0571 3.10E − 04 3.10E − 04 3.40E − 04
70 1.6651 1.6651 4.1279 3.10E − 04 3.10E − 04 3.16E − 04
75 1.5770 1.5770 4.1939 3.10E − 04 3.10E − 04 3.41E − 04
80 1.5990 1.5990 4.2557 3.10E − 04 3.10E − 04 3.20E − 04
85 1.6196 1.6196 4.3138 3.15E − 04 3.15E − 04 3.02E − 04
90 1.6391 1.6391 2.6564 3.11E − 04 3.11E − 04 3.50E − 04
95 1.6575 1.6575 2.6881 3.15E − 04 3.15E − 04 3.31E − 04
100 1.6750 1.6750 1.6750 3.35E − 05 3.35E − 05 3.35E − 05
σ 0.0036 0.0036 0.6245 5.88E − 09 5.88E − 09 6.76E − 09
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Table 4: Changes of box dimension and cluster coe�cient of USAir network with nodes removal in the descending order.

Ratio (%) Dimd Dimb Dimc 〈C〉d 〈C〉b 〈C〉c
55 7.4838 7.4838 1.7798 4.47E − 06 0.0168 0.0289
60 7.6147 4.9993 1.3400 1.22E − 05 0.0306 0.0673
65 2.2754 5.0798 1.0329 1.60E − 05 0.0753 0.1000
70 2.3086 3.1700 1.1442 0.0261 0.1119 0.1291
75 1.9434 2.4399 1.1553 0.0567 0.1657 0.1912
80 1.5288 1.6070 1.2156 0.1159 0.1828 0.2239
85 1.4380 1.7678 1.2281 0.1918 0.2246 0.2693
90 1.6406 1.8014 2.1167 0.2794 0.2929 0.4090
95 2.0042 2.0214 2.4643 0.3843 0.3626 0.5429
100 2.9415 2.9415 2.9415 0.6252 0.6252 0.6252
σ 5.6475 3.7255 0.4343 0.0432 0.0336 0.0417
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Figure 4: Changes of box dimension and cluster coe�cient of USAir network, after nodes are removed by sorting. e X-axis represents the
number of nodes remaining in the network. (a) Nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the descending order. 5% of the
biggest nodes are removed from the network in each rank, and the dimension of remaining network is calculated. (b) Nodes are removed by
coreness in the ascending order. 5% of the smallest nodes are removed from the network in each rank, and the dimension of remaining
network is calculated. (c) e changes of cluster coe�cient after nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the descending
order. (d)  e changes of cluster coe�cient after nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the ascending order.
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destroyed. In Figure 4(a), the influence of nodes of large
degree and betweenness on box dimension of USAir net-
work is large. -ere is a critical point (i.e., about 30% of
nodes are removed for degree or betweenness descending
order), and box dimension suddenly greatly changes. -e
changes of box dimension are small with nodes removal by
coreness in the descending order; the variance of box di-
mension Dimc is 0.4343, which shows that coreness has
small effect on box dimension of USAir network when nodes
are removed in the descending order. In Figure 4(c), the
range of fluctuations of cluster coefficient 〈C〉d and 〈C〉b is
large. -e results show that large degree and betweenness
have great influence on self-similarity of USAir network.

When nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and
coreness in the ascending order, the results of box dimension
and cluster coefficient are shown in Table 5. -e ranges of
fluctuation results are small, in the last row of Table 5; the
variance of both of them is less than 0.1 even though 60% of
nodes are removed. While these small degree, betweenness,
and coreness nodes are removed, the structure of USAir
network is more and more compact. In Figure 4(b), box di-
mension increases with nodes removal in the ascending order
and cluster coefficient also gradually increases as shown in
Figure 4(d). -e results show that after removing nodes by
degree, betweenness, and coreness in the ascending order, the
influence these nodes have on self-similarity is small.

For the USAir network, nodes 118, 261, 255, and 152 have
large degree and betweenness. In fact, the degree and be-
tweenness of node 118 (i.e., Chicago O Hare Intl) are the
biggest. Until 1998, Chicago O Hare was the busiest airport in
the world in terms of number of passengers (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/O%\27Hare_International_Airport) [39].
After the nodes are removed, the self-similarity structure is
destroyed.-at is, this airport is very important and has a great
impact on the structure of the USAir network. -e practical
significance of this airport is very great, and people should pay
enough attention to it and protect it effectively.

In summary, nodes of large degree or betweenness have
great influence on self-similarity with gradual removal of
nodes. Small degree and betweenness nodes have tiny effects
on self-similarity of USAir network. In addition, there is a
critical point, when about 30% nodes are removed for degree
or betweenness in the descending order, and the self-sim-
ilarity structure is almost completely destroyed. -e influ-
ence of coreness on self-similarity is small.

4.2. YPI Network. As a biological network, the YPI network
is closely related to our life, so it has been widely studied by
many scholars and its self-similarity has also been confirmed
[7, 15, 50, 52]. -e YPI network consists of 2361 nodes and
7182 edges. -ese nodes represent the name of protein, and

Table 5: Changes of box dimension and cluster coefficient of USAir network with nodes removal by ascending order.

Ratio (%) Dimd′ Dimb′ Dimc′ 〈C〉d′ 〈C〉b′ 〈C〉c′

40 3.4002 2.7828 3.4002 0.7559 0.6928 0.7405
45 3.2222 2.8719 3.2222 0.7426 0.6947 0.7379
50 3.2730 2.8718 3.2763 0.7407 0.6722 0.7404
55 3.2438 2.8454 3.3514 0.7426 0.6738 0.7447
60 3.2972 2.7390 3.2889 0.7527 0.6770 0.7554
65 3.0887 2.8064 3.3347 0.7514 0.6533 0.7517
70 3.0323 2.8643 3.0323 0.7502 0.6384 0.7502
75 3.0384 2.8535 3.0678 0.7580 0.6360 0.7646
80 3.0561 2.8772 3.0803 0.7641 0.6227 0.7665
85 2.8938 2.9025 2.8938 0.7438 0.6097 0.7438
90 2.9367 2.9372 2.9367 0.7010 0.6234 0.7010
95 2.9345 2.9235 2.9345 0.6616 0.6209 0.6616
100 2.9415 2.9415 2.9415 0.6252 0.6252 0.6252
σ 0.0272 0.0036 0.0335 0.0018 0.0009 0.0018

Table 6: Box dimension and cluster coefficient of YPI network with nodes removal in the descending order.

Ratio (%) Dimd Dimb Dimc 〈C〉d 〈C〉b 〈C〉c

55 0 10.3432 2.8497 0 4.85E − 05 0.0258
60 10.4686 10.4686 2.9111 2.39E − 05 4.72E − 05 0.0424
65 4.2835 10.5840 2.9417 6.56E − 05 5.21E − 05 0.0481
70 4.3273 5.3386 1.7971 6.43E − 05 0.0048 0.0714
75 1.5414 3.3922 1.7485 9.25E − 05 0.0255 0.1340
80 1.1784 2.0578 1.8949 0.0009 0.0429 0.1937
85 1.6934 1.3925 2.3363 0.0191 0.0573 0.2070
90 2.2002 1.8067 2.4586 0.0479 0.0748 0.2587
95 2.5309 2.3848 2.6912 0.0870 0.0986 0.2911
100 2.7397 2.7397 2.7397 0.1303 0.1303 0.1303
σ 8.4641 15.1252 0.2216 0.0021 0.0021 0.0089
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edges represent two proteins which have some interaction or
relation [53].

 e nodes are sorted in the descending order of degree,
betweenness, and coreness, and the �rst 5% of the biggest
nodes are gradually removed with nodes sorting. Using
equation (9), box dimension are calculated.  e results of
box dimension are shown in Table 6. In the 2nd and 3rd
columns of Table 6, the change of box dimension is large,
and the fractal dimensions have all increased from 2.7397 to

more than 10. e cluster coe�cient also has great change as
shown in the 5th and 6th columns of Table 6.  e results
show that the nodes of large degree or betweenness have
large in�uence on self-similarity.

 e trend of box dimension is shown in Figure 5(a). In
the �gure, the changes of box dimension are large with
nodes removal by degree and betweenness in the
descending order, and the �uctuation range of box di-
mension is large. When about 30% of nodes are removed
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Figure 5: Changes of box dimension and cluster coe�cient of YPI network, after nodes are removed by sorting.  e X-axis represents the
number of nodes remaining in the network. (a) Nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the descending order. e �rst 5%
of the biggest nodes are removed from the network in each rank, and the dimension of remaining network is calculated. (b) Nodes are removed
by coreness in the ascending order. e �rst 5% of the smallest nodes are removed from the network, and the dimension of remaining network
is calculated. (c)  e changes of cluster coe�cient after nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the descending order. (d)
 e changes of cluster coe�cient after nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and coreness in the ascending order.
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for degree or betweenness in the descending order, there is
also a critical point; i.e., box dimension change is large,
where the network is divided into many parts and the self-
similarity structure of network is destroyed.-e variance of
box dimension is more than 8 after nodes removal by
degree and betweenness in the descending order. Large
degree and betweenness nodes have great influence on self-
similarity of YPI network. Form Figure 5(c), the cluster
coefficient decreases which shows that the structure of YPI
network is more and more sparse. Moreover, form
Figure 5(a), the changes of box dimension is small with
nodes removal by coreness in the descending order; the
influence of coreness on box dimension of YPI network is
small after nodes removal.

While nodes are removed by degree, betweenness, and
coreness in the ascending order, the box dimension and
cluster coefficient results are listed in Table 7. In the 5th to
7th column of Table 7, the changes of cluster coefficient
increase; the results show that when nodes are removed, the
self-similarity structure of network does not change too
much, and the network is compact. -e results of box di-
mension fluctuation are shown in the last row of Table 7; the
changes of variance are no more than 0.1. -e trend of box
dimension is shown in Figure 5(b); the changes of box
dimension and cluster coefficient are small; the changes of
variance are no more than 0.1. -e results show that the
nodes of small degree, betweenness, and coreness have little
influence on self-similarity.

-e degree and betweenness of nodes 566, 209, 302,
1443, 784, and 147 are larger; after these nodes are removed,
the network self-similarity structure is severely damaged.
-e results show that these proteins play an important role
in biological reactions, and these proteins should be focused
on in biological research and disease prevention research. In
conclusion, the nodes with large degree and betweenness
have great influence on self-similarity. -e effects of small
degree and betweenness nodes on self-similarity are small.
When about 30% of nodes are removed by means of degree
or betweenness in the descending order, the self-similarity
structure of YPI network is almost completely destroyed.

-e coreness has small effects on self-similarity of YPI
network.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the effects of three statistical variables on self-
similarity of network are studied. Not only the influence of
degree, betweenness, and coreness of the nodes removal in
the descending order on self-similarity are considered but
also the effects of ascending order nodes removal are con-
sidered. A constructed self-similarity network and two real
networks (i.e., a USAir network and the YPI network) are
applied to numerical simulation.-e results show that nodes
with large degree and betweenness have great influence on
self-similarity of the network. -e cluster coefficient of the
network is used to judge the structure change in the process
of nodes removal, and the influence of coreness on self-
similarity is small.

Degree, betweenness, and coreness of nodes are, re-
spectively, sorted in the descending and ascending order.
-e first 5% of the biggest nodes are removed each time the
box dimension is calculated by the box covering algorithm.
Moreover, the box dimensions of original networks and
subnetworks are compared, and the variance of box di-
mension and cluster coefficient of subnetworks are also
calculated with nodes removal. -e results show that large
degree and betweenness have great influence on self-simi-
larity of the network for descending order nodes removal,
and the influence of coreness is small. In the nodes removal
process, network structure is destroyed when about 30% of
nodes are removed by degree or betweenness in the
descending order, and the variance of dimension change is
large which is more than 1. When nodes are removed in the
ascending order, self-similarity change is small, and the
range of variance is tiny which is no more than 0.1. -e
research of this paper is of great help for the exploration of
the origin of the properties of self-similarity.
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Table 7: Box dimension and cluster coefficient of YPI network with
nodes removal in the ascending order.

Ratio (%) Dimd′ Dimb
′ Dimc′ 〈C〉d′ 〈C〉b′ 〈C〉c′

40 2.9214 3.0523 3.0487 0.1872 0.1287 0.3271
45 2.9139 2.9568 2.9453 0.1782 0.1261 0.3566
50 2.8586 2.9574 3.0161 0.1872 0.1253 0.3821
55 2.8484 3.0005 2.8396 0.1900 0.1287 0.3765
60 2.8141 2.8236 2.8725 0.1808 0.1309 0.4285
65 2.8419 2.8212 2.8465 0.1888 0.1239 0.4879
70 2.8726 2.7784 2.8193 0.1921 0.1187 0.4691
75 2.7499 2.7998 2.7381 0.1788 0.1137 0.4348
80 2.7150 2.7406 2.7096 0.1670 0.1093 0.4051
85 2.7234 2.7374 2.7149 0.1560 0.1117 0.3809
90 2.7169 2.6772 2.6992 0.1469 0.1206 0.3598
95 2.7125 2.7496 2.7110 0.1380 0.1230 0.3408
100 2.7397 2.7397 2.7397 0.1303 0.1303 0.1303
σ 0.0062 0.0141 0.0144 0.0005 5.12E − 05 0.0077
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